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CHAPTER 3 
TROUBLE TICKETS AND TIME 

Overview 

The demand for technical support has exploded as computing 

technologies becomes a part of everyday life for many Americans.  This chapter 

describes the use of the internal customer support (CSS) and time management 

systems (TMS) at TechSoft America as they were used during my research 

period.  By exploring my use of those systems in two different technical support 

jobs at TechSoft, this chapter explores how populations are managed to different 

ends with the same systems.  A thorough understanding of the social part of the 

socio-technical system is absolutely critical for understanding how and why these 

differences occur.  Office automation may literally or figuratively be an 

automation of factory work, or the further rationalization of work that Weber 

predicted.  In fact, those whose work has become increasingly standardized may 

find themselves managed by a set of tools and processes that resemble 

mechanisms of control typically described in the manufacturing sector.  This is 

certainly the case in the Information Technology (IT) and Curriculum 

Development groups at TechSoft, where computing technologies that measure 

employee performance are intricately intertwined with the organizational priorities 

and financial measures described in the previous chapter. 

However, as Foucault cautioned, “what we have to do is analyze specific 

rationalities rather than always invoking the progress of rationalization in general” 

(1982:210).  Customer service roles like these have been of growing interest to 
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academics in recent years (Rosenthal et al 2001, Wray-Bliss 2001), and as social 

scientists we are inevitably contributing to the constitution of these workers as 

subjects through our continued analysis.  The curiosity is in part to look at how 

work has changed in the transition from manufacturing to services.  However, it is 

not possible to effectively study customer service or customer support 

organizations without knowledge of the larger socio-economic and political 

conditions in which they reside, because the focus on customer service is “based 

on the largely flawed, but powerful, neo-liberal concept of the sovereign 

consumer and free markets” (Sturdy 2001:3-5).  This focus on market relations 

more broadly has been described as enterprise culture (Du Gay 2001, Keat & 

Abercrombie 1991, Miller & Rose 1995), and is focused on the ways that 

changing government regulations and commercial practices are evolving in 

keeping with neo-liberal understandings of the market.  In this larger arena, the 

worker as consumer is but a small piece. 

Perhaps most importantly for this dissertation, an analysis of customer-

service work demonstrates the ways in which a neo-liberal discourse is making 

its appearance in the lives of individuals, weaving together their understanding of 

themselves as both individuals and workers, and further integrating them to the 

market.  This trend has been called consumer culture, cult(ure) of the customer 

(Du Gay 1996, Du Gay & Salaman 1992), or customer service discourse (Sturdy 

2001, Wray-Bliss 2001).  Critical theorists argue that these types of roles are vital 

points of analysis because they exist at the boundary between production and 
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consumption (Ritzer & Stillman 2001); these roles in fact require that individuals 

internalize consumer culture and use that understanding to adequately perform 

their jobs (Du Gay 1996:6).  

The chapter shows how technical systems build on the legacy of more 

overt forms of discipline.  I argue that, despite a lagging interest in socio-

technical systems, computing and communication technologies continue to 

transform work and our relationship to work in ways that remain to be explored.  

An analysis of these systems also allows a closer look at changing 

understandings of the self in relation to new technologies, a topic Escobar (1994) 

has indicated will be a critical contribution of Anthropology to Science, 

Technology, and Society studies.  Specifically, as TechSoft began its 

transformation into a market-oriented corporation, I too was moving closer to the 

market via job changes.  Both corporate and personal changes have resulted in 

systems becoming increasingly rationalized by a market-focused discourse.  It is 

that evolution – as traced through the changing usage of two socio-technical 

systems – that is the subject of this chapter. 

Socio-technical Systems 

By the early 1920s, rapid growth in commercial interests like the railroad 

and life insurance industries accelerated the demand for consolidated, organized 

reporting of information beyond the early requirements of manufacturing (Yates 

2000:130).  There was also a growing interest in using these new tools for 

government projects like the census and the government’s payroll. When punch 
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card technology emerged in 1924, it became the foundation for the infrastructure 

of the mainframe; this in turn laid the foundation for a new socio-technical 

system.  No longer was the technology intended for one worker at one factory 

station or one desk, but multiple workers and machines worked individually to 

form a larger system, and workers were just one of the elements of that system 

(Greenbaum 1995, Hughes & Hughes 2000:2).  With the propagation of office 

automation technologies and business process reengineering, the corporation 

itself had become a machine, and employees just one element of that machine.  

The era of the cyborg has arrived, with worker and technology inextricably linked.  

The understanding of socio-technical systems that began with the 

mainframe came into full force in the military beginning in the early 1940s.  Also 

known as Operations Research, it included both technical and organizational 

elements into one system, and it coincided with the “increasing deference of the 

public, the military, and the civil government to experts and expertise, especially 

to engineers, scientists, and managers who practiced systems sciences” 

(Hughes & Hughes 2000:8).   Operations Research leveraged the technocratic 

idealism of the era, and reinforced the notion of professionalizing government. 

The systems management approach drew on many of the same arguments as 

scientific management had earlier (Akera 2000:192,203), and Norbert Weiner’s 

(1966) work  in cybernetics helped to spread these ideas to other social and 

natural sciences (Hughes & Hughes 2000:12-13).  Further, the growing 

involvement of Big Six accounting firms into management consulting activities 
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reinforced the connection between mathematic, scientific approaches to 

analyzing business.  

Baba (1995a) states that our understanding of both technology and work 

are somewhat conflated because technology has so often been used to replace 

the activities of laboring humans.  She traces the trend from technological 

determinism to what she calls ‘sociotechnical systems theory,’ where workers 

and technology need to be ‘jointly optimized.’  As with other criticisms of systems 

theory, Baba brings a critical social sciences voice to this discussion by arguing 

that the agency of the worker is not well accounted for in this analysis.  She says 

we must recognize the ‘creative frontier’ as a critical element in work – 

technology analysis: 

This frontier is only penetrable by the work force, since the actual 
capabilities and limitations of technology can be discovered only 
under real conditions of work … Technology is thus doubly 
constructed, once by the elite, and once again by the work force. 
(1995a:137-38) 

A deeper look at work practices in social context enables anthropologists to 

contribute to understanding these technologies, as well how and why workers 

may respond or resist.   

Resistance to these technologies is complex and may take a multitude of 

forms (Wray-Bliss 2001), so we have to remain aware of the limitations of our 

own potentially narrow analytical perspective.  In that sense, this work presents a 

unique problem; because I am analyzing these systems from the inside as an 

active participant, I am only able to describe the ways in which I personally 
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resisted the systems in which I was embedded.  Though I touch on how other 

workers responded, at the time I was working in this setting I had not yet 

received authorization to formally pursue my research at TechSoft, so I do not 

have firsthand accounts of alternate responses to these systems. 

Office Automation and Manufacturing Resource Planning 

For much of the early 1900s, International Business Machines (IBM) was 

a dominant player in the computer industry.  Known as ‘Big Blue,’ the company 

had been in business for a half a century, and had been establishing hardware 

standards trends since the 1940s.  The company’s dominance was achieved by 

targeting the burgeoning defense industry, and by its continual focus on 

improvements through a rigorous research and development program (Flamm 

1988:82).  By the early 1970s, it became clear that there was great potential to 

create standard software for businesses in the same way that IBM had 

standardized hardware for major corporations all over the world.  Theorists differ 

as to why IBM failed to take advantage of this enormous opportunity. Greenbaum 

(1995:73) states that “IBM not only misjudged what its computers would and 

could be used for, but in emphasizing hardware, it left software, training, and 

work organization by the wayside.”  However, further research reveals that 

antitrust lawsuits against IBM resulted in the unbundling of software from 

hardware, and thus and paved the way for the ‘packaged software business’ 

(Cortada 2000:203).  The type of standardized software targeted at IBM’s 

customer base came to be known as Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRP), 
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and later Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software as the technology made 

inroads into non-manufacturing industries. 

ERP software helps companies to automate the functions of the 

workplace; it is supposed to simplify business processes by centralizing the 

company’s data on one database or a grouping of tightly inter-related ones.  By 

the 1980s, a whole industry of product experts and a set of methodologies 

emerged to support the business process change and implementation required 

for these complex products.  TechSoft thus emerged during a period when 

corporations were just beginning to realize the role software could play in 

enabling standard industry processes, further increasing productivity and 

reducing expenses (including headcount).  Research has demonstrated that 

companies “continue to possess features associated with the technology current 

at the time of their formation” (Burawoy 1979:243), so it is not surprising to find 

that ERP implementations form an integral part of socio-technical systems at 

TechSoft.   

At TechSoft, management of employee time and productivity has followed 

the trend of corporations in general towards more centralized management and 

oversight, paired with a demand for substantial self-regulation by employees.  

For example in the U.S., employees have to scan their badge to pass through 

turnstiles and enter the building, but this is only used to verify identity and is not 

used for time reporting purposes.  Instead, employees log their time into a shared 

Time Management System (TMS); based on the data from TMS, vacation and 
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sick time is deducted from employee quotas and (where applicable) time spent at 

customer sites is used for invoice purposes.  In the IT Support Center, the 

Customer Support System (CSS) is used to track the resolution of internal 

technical support issues, and a digital phone system further enables detailed 

monitoring of employees by management.  In combination with peer surveillance, 

a powerful system thus exists to regulate the minutia of daily activities for these 

employees. 

The first part of this chapter is entitled IT Trouble Tickets and Time.  It 

provides some information about IT organizations in context of TechSoft and the 

industry more broadly, and then goes on to explore how the use of the Customer 

Support System varies within the IT organization itself.  The IT Support Center is 

a call center that provides technical support on all company-issued equipment to 

all TechSoft employees.  Support Center employees are monitored and 

evaluated based on both CSS and a digital phone system.  The use of both 

systems is a requirement, but experienced employees nonetheless find ways to 

resist the rigidity of the systems while still achieving key metrics.  In contrast, the 

chapter also explores how the use of CSS varies for employees in Enterprise 

Network Services, who are deeply engrossed in the maintenance and 

improvement of TechSoft’s technical infrastructure, and for whom ‘customer’ is 

secondary to the resolution of large-scale technical issues.  The second portion 

of the chapter is entitled Training and Time, and traces the use of CSS into the 

Training organization.  Providing technical support to instructors has a direct 
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impact on TechSoft’s actual customers, and the Training System Specialists 

(TSSs) understand the critical role they play in supporting this revenue stream for 

TechSoft.  CSS continues to be used to interact with IT and other technical 

teams, but the focus is on issue resolution and not system statistics.  The section 

goes on to trace how, when management granted certain flexibility to the TSSs, 

the system was used to monitor and regulate performance in new ways.  In 

general, this chapter explores how management establishes a variety of social 

and technical practices to ensure the productivity and complicity of the workforce, 

and how, in turn, employees leverage their network of personal relationships to 

improve the quality of their working lives.   

IT Trouble Tickets and Time 

At TechSoft and other large businesses, technical support for employees 

is centralized and standardized; routine activities like laptop maintenance, 

password resets and server refreshes do not require deep technical knowledge, 

because many of the tasks have been automated by more experienced or 

tenured Information Technology (IT) staff.  There are external certification 

programs available to learn most of these skills, and training in trade school or 

some basic on-the-job training in the industry is often sufficient for entry-level 

roles.  With the explosive growth of the high tech sector, there continues to be a 

great demand for engineering skills in the U.S.  But as roles in the industry have 

become increasingly specialized, technical support staff often find themselves at 

the bottom of the hierarchy.  At the same time, automation trends have made IT 
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an area of ongoing spending in most companies.  As a result of these factors, 

justification of jobs through statistical reporting and discussions about 

outsourcing are both common.  In these regards TechSoft is no exception, 

though the company’s proprietary software is used to run the business, and the 

complexity of the product coupled with a steep learning curve limits how much 

work can be easily contracted out.  

Information Technology (IT) departments are generally considered part of 

the operational cost of doing business.  They are cost centers and not profit 

centers and as such, they are forced to regularly demonstrate (justify) their value 

to the corporation.  This is certainly the case at TechSoft.  As I mentioned in 

Chapter 2, at TechSoft, IT employees are paid from the subsidiary’s payroll, but 

they are considered global employees; the ‘heads’ are counted globally.  Thus, 

the costs for IT are not included in profitability calculations for the region; IT 

represents an operational expense for TechSoft Americas.   Because the local 

management team regularly has to justify headcount, and because management 

is responsible to supervisors working remotely in Europe, performance metrics of 

people and systems permeates all aspects of life in the Information Technology 

group.  

In the case of IT, ‘the customer’ is almost always an internal end user. IT 

staff rarely interacts face to face with the employees they support; while some 

requests for IT assistance are received via the company intranet or walk up, the 

majority of requests for help are received through the Support Center, a call 
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center which provides front line (or first level) support to employees with 

computer or other technical problems. Incoming calls are documented in a 

trouble ticket database called the Customer Support System (CSS).  Issues are 

resolved during the initial phone call whenever possible, but when this is not the 

case the Support Center representative works with the caller to complete a 

detailed, predefined questionnaire that provides detailed information to the group 

who will ultimately resolve the issue.   

For the TechSoft IT staff working on the front line, CSS is used to 

measure individual and team performance, including how many tickets are 

closed, and how long it takes to escalate, pass on, and/or resolve issues. All 

requests for help are logged as ‘tickets’ in a shared database and assigned a 

priority of Very High, High, Medium, or Service Request.  Each of these degrees 

of urgency is associated with a Service Level Agreement (SLA), the acceptable 

timeframe for closing the ticket.  Customer satisfaction in IT is measured by initial 

response time (IRT), number of tickets closed, and whether the ticket was closed 

in accordance with the SLA.  These measures occasionally lead to games of ‘hot 

potato,’ where groups that are more cognizant of their metrics may move tickets 

just to look good statistically, but without providing any real service. 

The records in the database are referred to as ‘trouble tickets’ or ‘problem 

tickets,’ ‘tickets’ for short.  From the nomenclature alone, it is clear that there is a 

negative association if a user even calls with a problem.  These tickets represent 

the call as it is transpiring, but then as the ticket is passed between groups, it 
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comes to represent the customer, and closing the ticket (addressing the technical 

issue) comes to mean satisfying the customer.  Open issues may not be resolved 

quickly, as the majority of TechSoft employees work remotely and may not be 

easily accessible.  Once this inefficiency was recognized, the Support Center 

objective became to resolve as many issues as possible during the initial phone 

call.  The remaining tickets are often handled through an exchange in the 

database itself.  Customers are thus actively constituted as participants in the 

system (Ritzer & Stillman 2001:113).  Issues that are not resolved to employees’ 

satisfaction may nonetheless be closed because outstanding tickets (especially 

those past SLA) have a negative impact on performance reporting of IT staff.  

This is strikingly different from the approach at another support center 

documented by Pentland (1997).  The representatives speak to all of their 

customers live, and before the ticket is closed and the call ends, there has to be 

a mutual agreement that the issue is resolved.  But at TechSoft, by working with 

the ticket and not the user, the decision is left to IT staff who believe - because of 

their technocratic view and the way their performance is measured - that once 

the technical issue is resolved, their customer has been satisfied.  

Support Center 

I grab a packet of oatmeal and an orange in one hand, my backpack in the 

other, and bolt out the door.  My shift starts in twenty-three minutes, and in the 

sixteen months I’ve been in the job, I’ve learned that it takes me eighteen 

minutes to get to work in light traffic.  I’m usually a timely person, but the dread of 
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my work routine is making it harder and harder for me to get there on time.  It’s 

gotten to the point now that I hear phones ringing whether I’m in the office or not, 

and I’ve stopped answering the phone at home.  Who wants to talk on the phone 

after answering seventy support calls a day?   

The ride to work is fairly smooth, and when I arrive in the company parking 

lot, I circle around looking for parking; it’s always a challenge at mid morning.  

There is no-one smoking at the back door that can let me in, so I have to park 

half a mile from the main entrance. I park and lock my car, and break into a light 

jog to get to the building.  I trot through the lobby, and wave my arm between the 

elevator doors before they close completely, and step in as the doors re-open.  

When I arrive on the second floor, I cut through the kitchenette and grab hot 

water for my oatmeal. I drop my bag down at my desk, turn on the monitor of my 

desktop computer and log into the database, start up my laptop, put my headset 

on, and log in to the phone system.  It’s 9:59, and I switch into Available mode as 

the clock turns to 10:00.  

My phone rings immediately and I pick it up.  “This is Natalie, may I have 

your employee number please?”  I can approximate their tenure with the 

company right away based on how high or low their employee number is.  

Employees with numbers higher than mine have been at TechSoft for even less 

time, and are usually the most time consuming to work with.  I write the number 

down on my tracking sheet, key it in to the database to pull up the user’s history, 

and ask “What can I help you with today?”  While helping the user during the call, 
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I maximize user system restarts and other breaks in conversation to document as 

much as possible. When the call is complete at 10:07 and I have saved the 

ticket, I switch my phone into Unavailable and spend a few moments getting 

situated at my desk.  Back into Available the phone rings almost right away. “This 

is Natalie, may I have your employee number please?” 

In general, the nature of the work was such that I didn’t have much of an 

opportunity to forge personal connections with other teammates.  Cubicle 

assignments had been adjusted shortly before I started work at TechSoft, so that 

I could sit across the aisle from another new hire.  We were also positioned next 

to experienced Support Center reps who could answer our steady flow of 

questions while still answering the required number of calls a day.  Direct 

knowledge exchange with peers is a critical part of both learning and problem-

solving in technical work (Orr 1996), and the preparation for our arrival 

demonstrated our boss’ awareness of this.  However, rapid-fire answering of 

phones was the core of our work activities, and lunchtime interaction was limited 

to the one other representative who had lunch scheduled at the same time as 

me.   This was because we worked staggered shifts to provide ‘follow the sun’ 

support to all Americas offices.1 Lunch shifts were therefore also tightly 

scheduled and staggered, with only two reps allowed off the phone at a time.  

Between the intensity of the work itself and the nature of shift work, the 

                                            
1 TechSoft is consolidating both IT and Customer Support call centers globally.  The U.S. 

IT Support Center staff is being reduced by attrition (i.e. people that leave are not being 
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relationships I established were primarily with those co-workers on whom I was 

dependent for information and support.  

New hires were told laughingly by more senior Support Center staff that 

that we were ‘drinking from the firehose,’ but that things would get easier over 

time.  When I first started, I was answering nearly fifty calls a day, asking for help 

more than half the time, and completely without energy to do anything else when 

I was not at work. While I worked in the Support Center, every couple of weeks I 

documented my time in the Time Management System (TMS), consistently 

charging my forty-hour week to the cost center.  And about once every three 

months I also documented any night or weekend work during my week of 

emergency on-call support.  Between the odd work hours and the return to entry-

level work, the first few months were very difficult. 

I was nonetheless very excited and proud to be working for such a well-

known, locally based company.  Many of my friends and family had not heard of 

TechSoft, and I took it upon myself to educate them.  Perhaps it was a 

combination of pride and a need to belong that resulted in a desire for TechSoft 

gear at the time.  Polo shirts.  Jackets.  Backpacks.  Baseball hats.  The 

acquisition of TechSoft clothing and accessories was a sort of hobby for me and 

my colleagues.  At the high of the dot-com boom, many employees were proud to 

be able to wear a different TechSoft shirt every working day of the month.  And it 

is likely that the company benefited from additional visibility and brand-name 

                                                                                                                                  
replaced).  Instead, the headcount is being transferred to a new Support Center in Ireland, which 
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recognition as we distributed logo-covered gear to our friends and family.  While I 

worked in IT, I occasionally managed to get the dregs of backpacks or hats from 

some conference.  At the time, for me the gear lust was not about having 

something with the company logo on it.  It was more about the acquisition itself, 

because most of the shirts and jackets were extra or extra-extra large, and I often 

gave the items away. While some of my peers were happy to collect and wear 

the clothing, to me the new items indicated superior service provided, or new 

alliances forged. I must have realized that people who could get gear had 

networks, and people with networks were going places. But it was not until I 

moved out of IT and into other roles within the company that my network really 

developed.  

While I was building those relationships and getting up to speed, I 

frequently had lunch with Leila, a woman who had started on the same day as I 

did.  We had been through the Human Resources new hire process together, 

and had gotten to know each other then.  As we got started in our new jobs, we 

shared tips and tricks, built email folders and binders of resource information, 

and commiserated about the challenges of retaining all the new information we 

were given.  Once our training period was over, however, we moved to different 

shifts, and the only time we had to connect was during lulls in the call volume, or 

at rare moments when we could use knowledge exchange as an excuse to chat. 

                                                                                                                                  
will be one hub in a global ‘follow the sun’ support program.    
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While I had worked in technical support roles in the past, the work had 

been much more informal.  Gradually I learned how to manage my activities at 

TechSoft in relation to all the different ways I was being monitored.  On average, 

I was expected to answer between fifty to seventy calls per day, and I was 

expected to resolve the large majority of the calls I answered. Each call had to be 

documented by creating or updating a CSS ticket.   At the same time, I was also 

being measured through reports from the phone system that showed how much 

of time on the phone was spent in Available mode, how many calls I answered 

and the average length of those calls, whether I kept callers on Hold and for how 

long, and the amount of time I remained in Unavailable mode between calls.  The 

number of CSS tickets created was also compared to phone statistics to ensure I 

was documenting the calls I received.   

As TechSoft grew in size the volume of calls increased and some 

additional staff was added to the Support Center. However, new employees 

called the Support Center more often, and it was more time-consuming to 

support them.  The need for technical support thus outpaced the ability to justify 

additional staff at the Support Center.  In order to cope with the increased 

volume, our work became increasingly routine, and we were encouraged to 

escalate the more complex, time-consuming (and interesting) problems to other 

groups in IT for resolution.2  During this period, the management team hired a full 

                                            
2  During this period, there were some debates as to whether the organization’s name 

should be changed from ‘IT Support Center’ to ‘IT Call Center’ to reflect this change.  However, 
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time staff member to report on our activities.  Both CSS and phone system data 

were tracked weekly and monthly.  Our activities were depicted with bar graphs 

that showed the statistics of each rep side by side, to provide easy comparison 

between peers.  Call volume per shift was monitored to ensure that the Center 

was properly staffed, and to assess whether other groups in IT were generating a 

disproportionate volume of work for the Support Center.  For example, when 

there were major network or system outages or system changes not properly 

communicated to the employee base, the Support Center staff bore the brunt of 

the impact through massive spikes in call volume.  Support Center management 

used the data on call and ticket volume to raise awareness of the team 

responsible for the outage.  These reports were also emailed to all Support 

Center staff and IT management and posted to a bulletin board in plain view of 

the entire IT organization.  Consolidated reports by employee were also used as 

a focal point of discussion during the twice-yearly performance review process. 

Surprisingly, research has shown that making workers visibly accountable 

to themselves and to their colleagues through these types of systems is generally 

received in a positive manner, largely because it gives them a feeling of control: 

the technology is individualizing or has individualizing effects.  That 
is to say, workers are now visibly responsible as individuals for sets 
of specified tasks.  In turn, their positive responses to the new 
technology are based upon the fact that as individuals they can 
control their own output. (Austrin 1994:202) 

                                                                                                                                  
our management team ultimately decided that they did not want to draw attention to these 
changes in our level of service, so the group’s name remained the same. 
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At the same time, as workers become more autonomous, managing their work 

relative to what they see their peers doing.  By making work a competitive 

exercise relative to co-workers, self-management emerges as a complementary 

form of discipline.   

When I started at the Support Center, database and phone system 

reporting were relatively informal.  Representatives with seniority held a certain 

amount of prestige because they were able to provide support to customers that 

were deep and wide, while at the same time helping their more junior peers 

resolve issues.  But as the systems and reporting became increasingly 

formalized, the dynamics of the group changed.  Once a week when the reports 

were posted, the reps gathered around the bulletin board to see the results of 

their labor.  Management consistently recognized those individuals who 

answered and resolved the most calls, since that was the behavior they were 

trying to reinforce.  Some of the more senior representatives – who were at one 

point appreciated for their willingness to be interrupted with other people’s 

questions and problems – came to be resented because they were not 

answering as many calls.  In some cases, they were even subject to disciplinary 

action.  In an interesting essay entitled “Foucault and Databases”, Mark Poster 

argues that databases impose categorizations and assumptions about the data 

they house (Poster 1990:86,89).  Poster’s argument is that this form of 

domination is linguistic in nature, and his admonition is similar to Ian Hacking’s 

(1986:79) in his essay entitled “Making up People,” in which he argues that 
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categories and the people in them “emerged hand in hand.”  Hacking and Poster 

both remind us to be attentive to categories and the power they wield, as people 

are ultimately shaped by and in response to imposed categories.  Through the 

new reporting system ‘good’ employees of the Support Center came to be 

narrowly defined as those who answered the largest volume of calls, and 

subsequently closed the resulting tickets.  There was no way to document 

whether more than one rep had participated in closing a ticket, and collaboration 

was not a measurable with the new reporting system.  Suddenly, individuals who 

had been appreciated as team players were transformed into underperformers.  

With the new systems in place, a variety of other changes also resulted, including 

an increase in peer surveillance and a decrease in collaboration.  Over time, as 

the call center reps learned to ‘work the system,’ but working relationships were 

nonetheless transformed by the new reporting system and the way it defined 

good work. 

IT Second Level Support 

During the course of their phone call with a customer, the Support Center 

representative completes the ticket and submits it to a Resource Allocation 

Specialist (RAS).  The RAS confirms the completeness of the data and routes 

the ticket to the appropriate group in IT or other organizations. As mentioned 

previously, there is a very distinct hierarchy in IT in which the most senior, 

prestigious, well-paid, and desirable jobs are those furthest from IT’s customer 

base.  This brief section describes some of the groups within IT that provide 
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advanced technical support for issues that cannot be resolved by Support Center 

representatives.  These second- and third-level support teams are not always 

part of IT, but they agree to manage issues through the common usage of CSS.  

Ward (1990) argues that it is important to assess the methods of distribution as 

much as production, so it is interesting to note that in the past Support Center 

reps used to create their own tickets and distribute them for advanced support.  

As call volume increased and the Support Center reps’ role was narrowed, the 

Resource Allocation Specialists were put in place.  This increased the layers of 

hierarchy in the Support Center and gave an elite few the authority to distribute 

the tickets to advanced support. 

CSS tickets are database entries that thus become boundary objects 

(Wenger 1998:105-8), allowing the IT Support Center staff to be a hub for IT 

activities without having deep knowledge of any of the teams’ activities.  IT staff 

and the supporting ecosystem of second level support groups thereby share 

responsibility for supporting users in an efficient and mostly impersonal manner.  

Although this system is in most cases effective, there are times when a caller’s 

issues do not fit neatly into one department’s responsibilities.  In these cases the 

ticket may bounce from group to group with no personalized attention, to the 

mounting frustration of the individual waiting for resolution.  The reality is that the 

factory-like quality of service is disengaging both for the customers and the 

people who serve them.  Perhaps most importantly for the long term health, 

growth, and learning of employees, Kuhn (1996) has demonstrated that this kind 
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of technology-mediated support serves to reduce shared learning, collaboration, 

and ultimately the support of the employees that use it. 

Field Support 

The Field Support team is dispersed in TechSoft offices across the 

country to provide local support, and there is one team for each building at the 

company headquarters.  In the first year of the new headquarters, all of the IT 

staff had cubicles on the ground floor of the main building.  As TechSoft grew, 

most of the Field Support staff was relocated to one of the buildings most distant 

from the main building.  The remaining Field Support members share eight 

cubicles, and their desks are for the most part cluttered with laptops or pieces of 

computer systems, cables, papers, and family photos.  

In contrast to work punctuated by ringing phones in the Support Center, 

the rhythm of the Field Support workday is dictated by routine maintenance of 

local equipment, and by the regular flow of tickets from the Support Center.  The 

Field Support team also receives a number of requests via walk up and phone 

calls to their desk.  Employees develop personal relationships with their local IT 

staff, so in the cases where someone stops by or calls for assistance, the 

practice of first logging a CSS ticket is not consistently enforced.  The 

headquarters team has a small conference room and a locked storage space that 

has ample workspace for several employees and a large amount of equipment, 

but no windows. Field Support teams across the country have one or more 

rooms that require special access, which they use to house equipment, work on 
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projects, and occasionally to escape the disruptions of end user requests via 

phone and personal visit. 

As with Support Center work, the Field Support team completes tasks that 

have a Service Level Agreement (SLA), or a standard amount of time it will take 

to resolve the issue.  For example, routine installation or updating software is 

usually done with a set of standard scripts.  The scripts are written by more 

senior staff and require minimal monitoring, so Field Support may work on 

several laptops at once, without undertaking any complex problem-solving.  

However, there are plenty of non-standardized tasks that do not have a 

predetermined SLA.  Because their activities are not quite as predictable as 

those of the Support Center staff, in general the work is not quite as production 

oriented.  The team is nonetheless supposed to log tickets for all of their activities 

to demonstrate their productivity both to their management and the organization 

as a whole.  However, because the majority of these employees work in remote 

locations with minimal supervision, their activities are not monitored or controlled 

in the same way as those of the Support Center; their physical and psychological 

distance from the core presents an ongoing challenge for management. 

Enterprise Network Services 

The network team works in the furthest building from headquarters, along 

with the rest of the IT organization (excepting Field Support).  There has been 

very little turnover in the group in the past five years, though there have been 

some new additions, including one woman – the first in the network team in my 
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years at TechSoft.  As with many of the employees who work in the distant 

buildings on campus, the team seems to prefer the food and camaraderie of the 

cafeteria in the main building, and they often make the trek across campus 

together and eat lunch as a group at one large table. 

The network team is responsible for ensuring stable, secure connections 

that link the U.S. offices to each other, to the offices around the world, and to the 

Internet.  In addition, they are responsible for the services that allow employees 

to connect to the company when they are working remotely, either from home, 

from a hotel, or from a customer location.  As the Internet grew in popularity, 

TechSoft was also growing in size and had to support more and more employees 

working remotely.  When stable Internet Service Providers (ISPs) emerged 

TechSoft began to outsource these services.  As a result, the network team 

focused their energies on corporate-level connectivity and security, interacting 

directly with vendors rather than end users internally.   

If an employee has a question or a problem with their remote access, they 

call the Support Center and a representative walks them through a variety of 

processes to ensure that their software and hardware are properly configured.  In 

most cases, individual issues are addressed at this level, and tickets in the 

database therefore do not need to be forwarded to the network team’s queue for 

resolution.  If there is a major outage that results in a substantial number of 

phone calls to the Support Center, the network team is informed and an 

announcement recorded on the Support Center’s voicemail routing system.  
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These activities are intended to reduce the number of incoming calls and tickets.  

As a result of these processes, the network team does not receive the volume of 

tickets that are received in other parts of the IT organization, and they are not 

held accountable to CSS statistics a primary measure of their work 

achievements.    

From Gear Networks to Job Networks 

In her book Life on the Screen, Sherry Turkle (1995:59) talks about the 

importance of bricolage (Lévi-Strauss 1962) or tinkering – an experimental, 

intuitive way of gaining an understanding and mastery of computers. In most 

groups within IT, personal computers and the related technologies are something 

to be learned in their own right, not simply as a tool to complete another task.  In 

fact, this ability becomes one of the essential skills of the job and is part of how 

status is achieved between peers within these groups.  For senior management, 

this peer respect is as essential an aspect of leadership as the ability to satisfy 

customers.  As a result, in almost all cases, team leads and supervisors come 

from the ranks of the IT team itself.  These skills transfer easily outside of 

TechSoft, though relative to similar jobs in the industry the pay and benefits at 

TechSoft are competitive, which discourages employees from leaving for other 

companies.   

When I was initially hired in the Support Center, the support we provided 

was deep and wide.  Five years ago when TechSoft was still growing, staff who 

made the transition out of the Center frequently moved into high-paying, 
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technical jobs in internal system administration or Consulting.  There was more 

room for growth out of the Support Center than Field Support for a number of 

reasons.  At that time, in the tradition of an engineering culture, knowledge of the 

company’s software was a prerequisite for career growth and Support Center 

representatives had more exposure to the product that Field Support, who 

primarily provided laptop support.  In addition, representatives on the phones 

have contact with the breadth of the TechSoft population, and so have the 

opportunity to develop a large, informal network. 

As the IT group as a whole grew in size, management sought ways to 

keep the growth in check.  During an organizational transition, a new manager 

who had extensive experience managing call centers was put in charge of the 

Support Center.  The team focus shifted from complex problem solving to a focus 

on call volume - the production work I described above.  Although the industry 

average in such jobs is not more than three to six months, an eighteen-month 

requirement was put in place before a move to another group was allowed.  As I 

was nearing the end of my eighteen-month commitment to the group, I began to 

look for ways to make a move.    

As the day progresses I work my way onto my second tracking sheet, and 

we reach a daily lull in the call volume as the first shifters pack up to go home.  I 

am able to sit in Wait mode for short periods of time between calls.  I realize I am 

approaching the daily quota of calls, so I occasionally shift the phone to 

Unavailable mode and catch up on personal email, chat with colleagues, work on 
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my web page.  I am always cognizant to err on the side of Available, as both the 

phone statistics and those of the database will be used to measure my 

performance and determine my bonus at the end of the year. 

I also take advantage of the time to interact a bit more with the callers I’m 

supporting, asking about the work they do, how they arrived at their current job, 

and so on.  I stretch out the time on the phone and make it more social, and I use 

the time to learn more about the company and future job prospects. I am 

speaking to woman named Florence for the second time this week.  We’ve 

forged a connection in part because of our French heritage.  I am helping her 

understand how to work around the network configuration on her TechSoft-

issued computer, so that her daughter who is home from college on vacation can 

check her email via the TechSoft network.  As her computer restarts and we 

chat, she tells me about the Curriculum Development group where she is doing 

some spot consulting, and mentions that there is a permanent position available.  

The Curriculum group is part of the Training & Education organization, where 

courses are developed and staff provide second-level technical support to 

instructors teaching classes to TechSoft customers.   

Later that afternoon, I send Florence a follow up email, provide her 

detailed instructions about the configuration changes for her daughter’s email 

access, and ask her for the contact name in the Curriculum group.  At TechSoft, 

the immediate supervisor has to approve all interviews, so after placing a formal 
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request to interview and receiving approval, I interviewed for the position and 

was eventually hired. 

Training and Time 

The Training and Education organization delivers technical product 

training to TechSoft customers, partners, and employees.3  The group is global 

and most of the training materials are created at global headquarters; regional 

teams are primarily responsible for generating revenue through the delivery of 

classes and workshops.  This division of responsibility between global and local 

occasionally results in tension because the majority of courses are developed 

globally, and students in different regions may have different demands or 

expectations about what constitutes interesting or beneficial course structure and 

exercises. 

Customer training is a substantial source of revenue for the regional 

organization.  The presence of the local management structure reinforces this; 

the Americas training organization has at its head a Senior Vice President (SVP) 

who resides at U.S. headquarters. She is one of two female SVPs at TechSoft 

America – the other ten to fifteen SVPs are men.  While she reports to the 

Americas CEO, she also has dotted-line accountability to her counterpart at 

global headquarters.  For the most part, her organization does not create the 

courses they teach, but she and her management team are responsible for 

                                            
3 TechSoft also has an organization called TechSoft University, which provides non-

technical employee training.  That group is run by Human Resources. 
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optimizing facilities, course selection, location, timing, and instructor performance 

throughout the Americas region.  Most of this is done with the help of TechSoft 

software; all resources – human and otherwise – are tracked in the system and 

allocated to courses as needed. Information on the seniority, skills, and location 

of instructors is maintained along with information about what types of servers 

are required for which classes and room size in each training facility.  Instructors, 

servers, and classrooms are assigned as resources to the courses.  Instructors 

are given their schedule a quarter in advance, and server allocations are 

allocated a week prior to the course. Course evaluations are administered 

electronically as well, twice for one-week classes and once for shorter classes; 

these evaluations are used proactively to manage all aspects of the customer’s 

training experience.  Feedback is immediately available to instructors (without 

customer names) and to the management team, and the information is used to 

make dynamic adjustments in everything from classroom temperature to course 

materials to instructors.     

When instructors have problems with the classroom equipment or the 

training systems, they call the Support Center and choose a special option on the 

phone menu for training and demo issues. Of all the calls to the Support Center, 

those from instructors and from presales typically require the most detailed 

knowledge of the TechSoft product, and a deep understanding of the 

infrastructure and the business processes that support this critical aspect of the 

business. These calls are bumped to the front of the phone queue and answered 
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by the most skilled representatives. Because of the potential impact on revenue, 

all classroom problems of this nature are considered urgent; it is thus the 

responsibility of IT to resolve these issues as quickly as possible, with the 

assistance of other teams as needed.  

The most critical problems are generally those that occur on the training 

systems themselves.  Depending on the nature of the problem, the issue may 

just affect one class, or all classes using the server.  All such cases move quickly 

to second level support, where the most experienced, senior IT staff work closely 

with Training Systems Specialists to resolve critical classroom systems issues.  

Training System Specialists 

I knew the Training landscape and business processes well, because I 

had supported them when I worked in IT.  But because I knew very little about 

TechSoft software I was paired with another TSS who had extensive knowledge 

of the product.  She taught me the specifics of the systems and software that 

would now be my responsibility.  Early in my training I was told how much each 

customer paid for a class, and it was clear that the revenue impact of a 

dissatisfied customer could rest on my shoulders.  I became increasingly aware 

of TechSoft customers, and of an internal hierarchy based on revenue.  So while 

I had more freedom to manage and prioritize my own work to some degree, the 

fact that I supported revenue-generating activities created a personalized 

urgency around my job responsibilities.  My mentor also taught me about my 

responsibilities to my peer group and the instructors I supported, as well as quite 
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a bit about the technology itself.  Her reward was to leave the daily support tasks 

to me; as I became more competent, this left her more time to develop deep 

technical knowledge and work more closely with instructors and product experts 

to develop new curricula.  

As a TSS, I found myself using many of the same systems to track my 

activities as I had in IT.  The big difference was that these were not the primary 

way I was being managed.  For example, my phone number was not part of a 

digitized system with calls routed to me.  Rather, individuals who needed my 

support called me directly.  The phone rang less often, and the support I provided 

was much more specialized.  And while I still needed to remain accessible by 

phone, responding to phone inquiries comprised only a small portion of my daily 

work.  I spent the majority of my day working on projects for specific courses in 

my curriculum area, and my activities and deadlines were established 

dynamically in collaboration with my immediate supervisor.   

I worked on multiple courses every day, and each course was billed to a 

different internal account in the Time Management System (TMS).  Because the 

time I spent was so varied, I began updating TMS almost every day to ensure it 

was accurate.  This became increasingly important as my expertise grew, and I 

did more and more work on preparation of global courses.  In these cases, my 

time was billed to global accounts, and thus the U.S. had me at their disposal 

without having to pay for my time. This was an ideal situation for the U.S. 

organization, and it increased my job security in the eyes of local management, 
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because I was essentially a free resource, being paid for out of global funds.  At 

the same time, I found it challenging to balance global expectations and timelines 

against local demands, and I was consistently working more than forty hours a 

week.  I don’t recall calling in sick while working in this job, because it could be 

done from home, and it was specialized enough that no-one could have done it 

for me.  Not working was simply not an option.  In addition, TechSoft has no 

formal limit on the annual number of sick days, which has been shown to 

decrease the likelihood of employees calling out sick from work.  Once a month, 

the head of the department sent a TMS report out to the entire Curriculum group, 

and anyone who had billed less than forty hours of work was noted in red; time 

over forty hours was not considered remarkable and was not questioned.  In 

contrast to the Support Center, tracking our time to this way was intended to 

secure ongoing global funding and headcount rather than to regulate our work 

activity.   

Of the four people working in my curriculum area, my predecessor and I 

were the only ones that lived near headquarters.  The other two members of our 

team (including our supervisor) lived in different U.S. time zones.  So, being 

available was not determined by our presence in the office, but rather by our 

accessibility by email and phone.  In IT, the only time I worked at home was to 

provide after hours support when I was on call, so I thought that telecommuting 

was a huge luxury.  In my new role, the company paid for high speed Internet 
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access so that I could work at home on Fridays and, as I quickly learned, on 

weekends well.  

I well remember the feelings I had that Sunday afternoon, getting the 

Training systems ready on my own for the first time.  I could have waited until 

Monday, as most of the experienced Training Systems Specialists (TSS) did, but 

I wanted to leave time to correct any mistakes, and to ask for the help that I knew 

I would need in the course of the evening.  I also wanted to ensure that I would 

have as little as possible to do on Monday morning, so that I would have time to 

address all the other unpredictable questions that would be escalated to me as 

classes began throughout the in U.S., Canada, and Latin America.  My high 

speed connection had not yet been installed, and complex, unfamiliar screens 

flashed slowly in front of me, the process dreadfully prolonged because of the 

slow connection.  I put my hands on my stomach, feeling sick with anxiety and 

the responsibility resting on my shoulders. 

The curriculum area that I worked in provided a friendly and personal level 

of service to the instructors we supported, which only served to increase my 

feelings of anxiety.  Whenever possible, we circumvented the Support Center 

process, gave instructors our direct contact information, and rarely logged tickets 

in the shared ‘trouble ticket’ database except in cases where we needed the help 

of IT.  Over time, I formed my own relationships with the instructors I supported.  

Problems varied widely from password resets to major product ‘bugs’ that 

required escalation to a software developer.  Because my support of the 
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instructors was grounded in a personal relationship, there was little to no 

monitoring of my work activities during this period.  I worked independently, and 

asked for help from my management team only in rare instances where I was 

unclear about my priorities or the extent of the support I should provide.   

Thus, the stress I felt on that first Sunday was infinitely more personal 

than taking Training-related calls when I worked in IT Support.  I recall working 

the Support Center phones on Monday mornings, talking with panicked 

instructors.  They would be standing in front of a classroom of students, trying to 

keep order in the classroom while we searched desperately for resolution to their 

problems.  In cases where I was unable to resolve their issue, I routed a detailed 

ticket and paged a TSS.  When I got those tickets as a TSS, there was nothing 

but agony on both ends of the phone until the technical issues were resolved and 

class could resume.  In my new role, my relationship to the TechSoft customer 

and to my customer (the instructor) was abundantly clear to me – much more so 

that it had ever been when I worked in the IT Support Center. 

That weekend and every weekend for nearly a year, I ran the programs 

that I would later learn to write.  These programs were used to populate the 

training systems with data for the instructor and students.  While I was not thrilled 

with the schedule, I was please to have a technical position that was not in the IT 

organization.  In fact, I considered myself very lucky, because second-level 

support jobs were hard to come by for someone with my limited experience.  I 

had the opportunity to work independently, to work at home occasionally, and to 
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learn TechSoft’s product, which at the time I believed was an absolute must for 

career growth internally.  Perhaps most importantly, I had escaped IT into an 

organization that was directly supporting revenue generation. 

Trading Tickets for Time 

Eventually the woman training and mentoring me moved on to a new 

position, and I became responsible for supporting the entire curriculum area on 

my own, with the third level support available to me as needed.  With this close 

connection gone, I got to know the other Training Systems Specialists better.  

While the classrooms are in the main headquarters building, the TSSs sat 

together in a remote building on campus.  It was often easier to take a quick 

break together in our cafeteria than it was to make the fifteen-minute trek to the 

headquarters building.  Over time, we realized that we shared the frustration 

about the demands of inconsiderate instructors and the lack of compensation for 

our weekend work, and we began to talk with each other and our managers 

about reclaiming our weekend time.  Eventually we proposed to work at home on 

Mondays and Fridays. We rationalized that, by avoiding the commute on 

Mondays, we would be able to run the data-loading programs and provide 

support very early on Monday mornings.  We would improve our quality of life by 

not working weekends, while at the same time sustaining the level of support we 

provided.  Fridays were generally quiet in the Training group, and we proposed to 

use the time at home to work on projects or other activities that required less 

interaction with the instructors, like curriculum development and system testing.   
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The Curriculum Development management team approved our proposal, 

and so with the other TSSs I stopped preparing the classroom systems on 

Saturday nights and Sundays.  I conducted a series of workshops to teach the 

instructors how to run the programs themselves, and I also walked many of them 

through the process in test systems.  I provided instructional materials, and also 

provided them with their system assignments and program names for the first 

several months, until they were comfortable enough to acquire all the necessary 

information on their own.  The new agreement enabled me to roll out of bed on 

Mondays and begin preparing the systems at six in the morning, which, with my 

new level of technical knowledge still afforded me plenty of time to address 

systems issues with IT and other supporting organizations before classes began 

at nine o’clock Eastern.  After nearly a year of weekend work, this was a relief. 

However, as a result of our request our management team became more 

familiar with our work and the type of support we were providing.  They 

developed concerns about how these changes would impact the service and the 

perception of service being provided to instructors.  In order to better understand 

our activities, they asked to use CSS (IT’s trouble ticket database) in earnest, 

and to force the instructors we were supporting to do the same. We were asked 

to take turns carrying a pager on a rotating basis, a request I despised since it 

harkened back to the invasions of privacy I felt during my days in IT.  Because 

we were a small team, I was responsible for the pager one week out of six.  

During that time it was my responsibility to ensure that Very High priority tickets 
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logged in the database were immediately addressed by the appropriate TSS.  

However, the personal approach that had been fostered with the instructors in 

my curriculum area by me and by my predecessor made it virtually impossible to 

insist on the use of CSS.  While I tried the requests were mostly ignored, and I 

quickly realized I would spend more time enforcing the new policy than just 

working around it.  Because I did not use the database, I was resentful of the 

pager duty demands, as it required me to maintain my own escalation processes 

and those of the other TSSs as well.  In retrospect, it is easy to recognize that I 

had different understandings of customer service than the definitions provided by 

management (Wray-Bliss 2001:43), and I used my indignation to resist the 

depersonalization of my work (Sturdy 2001:10).  I had seen the move from IT to 

the training organization as a way to move away from being monitored through 

systems, and I knew that working at home with minimal supervision was a 

privilege, but one that I believed I had earned.  I wanted to work in an 

environment where I was trusted to use my work ethic and energy to do the best 

possible job, and I resented the assumption that working remotely had resulted in 

some degree of suspicion about the quality and quantity of our work.  Being 

forced to carry a pager (as I had in IT) felt like an enormous step backwards for 

me. 

The other Training Systems Specialists supported curriculum that was 

standard worldwide, but the courses I supported had requirements specific to 

each region.  At the same time, as my technical knowledge grew I became 
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responsible for solving more and more complex problems. Initially Mondays and 

Fridays at home had afforded me a better work life balance.  But quickly the time 

that I would have spent commuting was absorbed by more complex curriculum 

development projects, as the quiet time at home afforded me time uninterrupted 

by collegial interaction. Despite the many hours I logged in the time management 

system, it was not possible to justify another resource.   

As late as 1999 TechSoft America had a robust Curriculum Development 

group that modified courses to meet U.S. customer requirements, though 

translation was always done through a centralized group in Europe.  There were 

six Training System Specialists who were in many ways marginalized because 

their primary responsibility – supporting the data for training courses – fell in 

contested, undesirable space between Curriculum Development and IT.  This 

permitted a great deal of freedom as long as we did not draw attention to 

ourselves as a group requiring investigation or regulation.  Over time, as 

TechSoft Americas’ profitability decreased, the Curriculum Development group 

became smaller and smaller, and was eventually dissolved.  During this period I 

leveraged my extended network inside TechSoft to find a position where I would 

be closer to the core of TechSoft America’s revenue-generating responsibilities.  

Perhaps my growing awareness of the importance of the market led me to that 

decision; I remember hoping the change would permit me to weather the 

imminent economic downturn while remaining employed at TechSoft.  This 

awareness of the centrality of the market came in part from my growing 
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understanding that there was an internal hierarchy at TechSoft based on direct 

contact with TechSoft customers.  But there was also a massive corporate push 

to raise market awareness about TechSoft and vice versa, a topic that will be 

discussed in detail in Chapter 5.   

It has been interesting (and at times painful) to experience how the same 

systems could be used so differently, or circumvented, or supplemented by 

different technologies.  System use is never static or universally applied; among 

other factors the type of work, distance from the core, relationship to the 

customer, or changes in market appear to have an impact on technology use. 

The longitudinal, deeply participatory nature of this study (across populations) 

has allowed a much more nuanced understanding of how a socio-technical 

system evolves in response to such a wide variety of factors.  It is also clear that, 

while distance from the office may give an appearance of freedom, such distance 

will inevitably result in new forms of discipline, often more subtle and totalizing 

than the previous ones.  While remotely applied discipline is not exercised on the 

physical body, that doesn’t mean there is no physiological impact; customer 

service work is emotional labor and brings different kinds of aches and pains. 

Resistance has rarely been talked about in terms of emotion, but in fact much 

work remains to be done to talk about the ways in which political and emotional 

responses to work are intertwined (Sturdy & Fineman 2001:136). 

 This chapter has demonstrated some of the ways in which current socio-

technical systems build on the legacy of earlier technologies.  It has also shown 
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how important it is to analyze how teams (and even individuals within teams) use 

socio-technical systems in different ways.  This chapter has also explored how 

system use evolves in response to changes in the business, and the role of 

personal networks within and beyond the boundaries of socio-technical systems.  

This chapter has also demonstrated that mechanisms of control and rhetoric 

about the customer are especially bureaucratic and ritualized for those 

employees that are removed from the market (Du Gay & Salaman 1992:620); the 

contrast will become apparent in Chapter 5, which provides some additional 

detail about the ways in which revenue-generating employees are managed.  

The current chapter has been focused primarily on employees as producers, 

which neglects the consumptive aspects of work (Ritzer & Stillman 2001, Sturdy 

2001:12).  Chapter 5 seeks to address this gap by demonstrating the ways that 

TechSoft employees are constituted as both producers and consumers in their 

daily work.  This transpires largely through a growing discourse about the market 

and the consumer in the high tech industry, and is echoed in corporate 

communications and human resource practices at TechSoft.   
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